
Finishing the semester strong.

We as faculty often spend a lot of time thinking about the first day of the semester: thinking about the

culture we want to establish and how to get students excited for the material ahead. In contrast, the end

of the semester often gets overlooked. It is often a rush to fit that last bit of material in before the

semester is over but I think it is important to take time that last day and use it to allow your students to

leave with a positive impression of the course. My name is Brokk Toggerson and I am a Lecturer in

physics who teaches, among other things, two sections of the second semester of physics for life science

students. These courses have a student population of about 300 second- and third-year students each.

To end my semester on a positive note, I think of my course as a story. A story in which we come full

circle over the course of the semester. My last day, therefore, very intentionally reflects the first day of

the semester; these are connected over the course of the 13 weeks by using two essential questions

“What is an electron?” and “What is light?”

On the first day of the semester, I ask students to come up with an ontological framework for how to

define objects as abstract and removed from their everyday experiences as light and electrons. I use the

Vevox polling app to facilitate this. In Vevox, students can respond to the prompt with a text answer: no

sign in, account, or anything like that. Just enter the ID code for the session and respond to the prompt.

Using this tool, my students collectively determine what are some of the best ways for defining these

abstract ideas. They inevitably come up with

● looking at these particles from multiple angles.

● using multiple different representations.

● really digging deep to understand how these particles interact with each other and with all the

other things in the Universe.

● connecting these concepts to stuff we have learned in their other courses which for my students

are biology and chemistry.

Now that we have collectively defined an ontological approach, that is what we do over the course of the

semester; we explore how light and electrons behave at a fundamental level, how they interact with

matter, the impact of the electrons electric charge, all these types of things. On the last day, I very

explicitly return to the ontological approach we agreed on during that first day and ask them now to

synthesize everything we have talked about over the entire course. Again, I use Vevox for this. In this

case, I'm using a different feature: the word cloud. I ask students to type in everything they can think of

about either light or electrons. In Vevox they can submit multiple entries or even a phrase that uses the

dash as a space. Veox, which integrates very nicely with PowerPoint, then generates a word cloud. With

this method, the students are actively engaged in creating a full summary and synthesis of the entire

material of the entire course. Not only is this method more active, it is also faster. In a few minutes we

cover everything, and the resulting word cloud lets me see what misconceptions may still be around. I

can then address them right then-and-there and try to fix any last remaining issues on that last day.

After synthesizing everything, I personally think that it is really important to thank my teaching team. In

a class made of two sections of 300 the TAs both graduate and undergraduate play a really important

role in ensuring that the course runs effectively. I, therefore, explicitly thank them and I also thank the

students. I put it on a slide. I thank them for all their hard work in a subject that I know is maybe not

their favorite and thank them for being willing to learn to think in a way that's probably different than



what they've been exposed to in their other courses. Finally, I thank them for letting me share a view of

the world that they might not have thought about before; a view of the world that I find to be beautiful

and elegant.  I thank them for letting me share my love joy and passion for the subject with them. I feel

that this activity, aside from being nice, is actually key to reinforcing one of the goals of my course: that

modern science is intrinsically a collaborative endeavor.

After thanking everyone, I like to end with the fact that the story continues. So many courses we end

with no recognition of what is left to be done. I show this pie chart which shows a breakdown of

everything in the universe: that little yellow sliver there is the stuff that we, for the most part, somewhat

understand. The students see that there is still a lot to discover, and I admonish them to continue to be

curious and see the beauty in the natural world. That is how I like to end the semester strong and the

students seem to respond to it quite positively from comments in my course evaluations they really like

how everything comes together at the end like  this.


